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ATIP BIT DATA GENERATOR AND METHOD FOR 
GENERATING ATIP BIT DATA IN OPTICAL DISCS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the invention 

[0002] The invention relates to an absolute time in pre 
groove (hereinafter referred to as ATIP) bit data generator. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] FIG. 1 shoWs an ATIP information block of 42 bits. 
As shoWn in the drawing, the 42 bit ATIP information block 
includes a sync pattern of 4 bits, a minute information of 8 
bits, a second information of 8 bits, a frame information of 
8 bits, and a CRC (cyclic redundancy check) information of 
14 bits. The ATIP information provides a correct Writing 
position in a recordable optical disc system. 

[0005] FIG. 2 shoWs an block diagram of a conventional 
ATIP bit data generator, Which is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 
5,506,824, entitled “Frequency modulation to bi-phase data 
conversion for Writable CD ATIP data.” As shoWn in FIG. 
2, the conventional ATIP bit data generator 12 utiliZes a 
bi-phase converter 32 to convert the ATIP frequency modu 
lation (FM) signal into the bi-phase data. Then, a digital PLL 
(Phase Locked Loop) 38 is used to generate a 2X-frequency 
clock. Finally, an ATIP decoder 26 is used to generate ATIP 
bit data according to the bi-phase data using the 2X fre 
quency clock as a reference clock. The bi-phase converter 32 
counts the pulse number of a high-frequency clock (gener 
ated from the high-frequency PLL 28) in each half period of 
the ATIP FM signal, and determines the states of the 
bi-phase data according to the pulse number. That is, When 
the pulse number is smaller than a threshold value, the 
bi-phase data is H; and When the pulse number is greater 
than the threshold value, the bi-phase data is L. The ATIP 
decoder 26 decodes the ATIP information according to the 
bi-phase data. 

[0006] Under normal conditions, the above-mentioned 
method may generate correct bi-phase data. If the duty cycle 
of the ATIP FM signal is not uniform, hoWever, the bi-phase 
converter 32 is in?uenced and can not generate correct 
bi-phase data because the pulse number of the high-fre 
quency clock corresponding to each half period is shifted. 
Furthermore, When the reading speed for the optical disc 
increases, the output frequency of the high-frequency PLL 
28 also correspondingly increases, thereby causing a dif? 
cult design, high cost and loW resolution. 

[0007] FIGS. 3a, 3b and 3c shoW the relationship betWeen 
the ATIP FM signal and the bi-phase data, Wherein FIG. 3a 
represents the ATIP FM signal, FIG. 3b represents the 
bi-phase data, and FIG. 3c represents the bi-phase clock 
signal. When the ATIP FM signal is at high frequency, the 
bi-phase data is H; and When the ATIP FM signal is at loW 
frequency, the bi-phase data is L. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] In vieW of the above-mentioned problems, an 
object of the invention is to provide an ATIP bit data 
generator, Which is not in?uenced by the duty cycle of the 
ATIP FM signal. 

[0009] To achieve the above-mentioned object, an ATIP 
bit data generator of the invention includes an analog 
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processor, a high-frequency phase-locked loop (PLL) cir 
cuit, a ?rst decoder, a sync pattern detector, and a second 
decoder. The analog processor receives a signal generated 
from an optical pickup and further processes the signal to 
generate an ATIP FM signal. The high-frequency PLL circuit 
generates a high-frequency clock according to the ATIP FM 
signal or ?xed frequency oscillator. The ?rst decoder 
receives the AT IP FM signal and the high-frequency clock 
and generates bi-phase data. The sync pattern detector 
receives the bi-phase data and the high-frequency clock, and 
enables a sync indication signal. The second decoder counts 
the pulse number of the high-frequency clock for each 
counting cycle and outputs the ATIP bit data according to the 
pulse number When the sync indication signal is enabled. 
The counting cycle includes a plurality of half periods of the 
ATIP FM signal. When the pulse number is smaller than a 
loWer threshold value or greater than a upper threshold 
value, the second decoder outputs the ATIP bit data With a 
?rst level. When the pulse number is betWeen the loWer 
threshold value and the upper threshold value, the second 
decoder outputs the AT IP bit data With a second level. 

[0010] Since the ATIP bit data generator of the invention 
uses a plurality of half periods of the ATIP FM signal as the 
counting cycle, the count value is free from being in?uenced 
by the uneven duty cycle so that the correct ATIP bit data can 
be generated. MeanWhile, since the counting cycle is long, 
the necessary frequency of the high-frequency clock may be 
loWered. 

[0011] In addition, the ATIP bit data generator of the 
invention integrates the bi-phase demodulator With the AT IP 
data decoder, so the circuit design can be simpli?ed and the 
data delay time can be reduced. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] FIG. 1 shoWs an ATIP information block of 42 bits. 

[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a conventional AT IP 
bit data generator. 

[0014] FIGS. 3a, 3b and 3c shoW the relationship betWeen 
the ATIP FM signal and the bi-phase data, Wherein FIG. 3a 
represents the ATIP FM signal, FIG. 3b represents the 
bi-phase data, and FIG. 3c represents the bi-phase clock 
signal. 

[0015] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an ATIP bit data 
generator of the invention. 

[0016] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a ?rst decoder of the 
invention. 

[0017] FIGS. 6a~6i shoW the timing diagrams of the ?rst 
decoder. 

[0018] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the FM demodulated 
WindoW judge unit. 

[0019] FIGS. 8a~8h shoW the timing diagrams of normal 
condition in the FM demodulated WindoW judge unit. 

[0020] FIGS. 9a~9h shoWs the timing diagrams of shift 
right 1 half period condition in the FM demodulated WindoW 
judge unit. 

[0021] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a second decoder of 
the invention. 
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[0022] FIGS. 11a~11d show examples With counting 
cycles of 14 half periods of the AT IP FM signal. 

[0023] FIGS. 12a~12k shoW the decoding timing dia 
grams of the invention. 

[0024] FIG. 13 is a How chart of the bit data generator of 
the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0025] The ATIP bit data generator of the invention Will be 
described With reference to the accompanying draWings. 

[0026] In an optical disc system, each ATIP bit corre 
sponds to 2 bits of bi-phase data, and each bit of bi-phase 
data corresponds to 7 half periods of ATIP FM signal, 
approximately. Therefore, each AT IP bit corresponds to 14 
half periods of AT IP FM signal. When the duty cycle of the 
ATIP FM signal is not symmetrical, an error in the counting 
value may be encountered and further causes an error in the 
bi-phase data if only a single half period of the ATIP FM 
signal is counted. To solve the problem, the present inven 
tion uses 7 half periods of the ATIP FM signal or 14 half 
periods of the AT IP FM signal as the counting cycle for 
counting the pulse number of the high-frequency clock in 
each counting cycle. Accordingly, the duty cycle is not 
in?uenced by the asymmetry. In addition, since the counting 
cycle is elongated to 7 or 14 times the original cycle, the 
invention may relatively increase the resolution, or loWer the 
frequency of the high-frequency clock. 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the ATIP bit data 
generator of the present invention. As shoWn in the draWing, 
the AT IP bit data generator 40 of the invention includes an 
optical pickup 42 for receiving information from the optical 
disc 41, an analog processor 43 for receiving signals from 
the optical pickup 42, a ?rst decoder 44 for receiving the 
ATIP FM signal and generating the bi-phase data, a half 
period counting value, a half-period indication signal, an 
average half-period counting value and WindoW edge indi 
cation signal WE_ind, a sync pattern detector 45 for receiv 
ing the bi-phase data and the WindoW edge indication signal 
WE_ind and generating a sync indication signal Syn_ind, a 
second decoder 46 for receiving the sync indication signal 
Syn_ind, WindoW edge indication signal WE_ind, the half 
period counting value, the half-period indication signal and 
the average half-period counting value and generating the 
ATIP data, a high-frequency phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit 
48 for generating a high-frequency clock, and a micropro 
cessor 47 for receiving the ATIP data and generating a 
control signal. 

[0028] The analog processor 43 processes and ampli?es 
the signals generated from the optical pickup 42, and further 
generates the ATIP FM signal. Taking the 32X CD drive as 
an eXample, the center frequency of the AT IP FM signal is 
705.6 KhZ (22.05 HZ*32), the high frequency of the AT IP 
FM signal is 737.6 KhZ (23.05 KHZ*32), and the loW 
frequency of the ATIP FM signal is 673.6 KhZ (21.05 
KHZ*32). The analog processor 43 has a typical architec 
ture, Which Will not be repeated here. The high-frequency 
PLL 48 generates a high-frequency clock (HFC) according 
to the ATIP FM signal. The frequency of the HFC may be 
determined according to the frequency and resolution of the 
ATIP FM signal. Taking the 32X CD drive as an eXample, 
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the embodiment chooses the ?xed frequency of 67.7376 
MHZ as the frequency of the high-frequency clock HFC. In 
addition, the microprocessor 47 has conventional functions, 
Which Will not be repeated here. 

[0029] The ?rst decoder 44 receives the ATIP FM signal 
from the analog processor 43 and generates bi-phase data 
and also the WindoW edge indication signal WE_ind, the 
half-period counting value, the half-period indication signal 
and the average half-period counting value using the high 
frequency clock HFC as a reference clock. FIG. 5 shoWs a 
block diagram of the ?rst decoder 44. As shoWn in the 
draWing, the ?rst decoder 44 includes a half-period counter 
441, a half-period mean estimator 442, a half-period com 
parator 443, a half-period number calculator 444, a ?rst 
accumulated cycle counter 445, a PM demodulated WindoW 
judge unit 446, a multiplier 447 and a ?rst cycle counting 
comparator 448. The half-period counter 441 receives the 
ATIP FM signal and the high-frequency clock HFC, counts 
the pulse number of the high-frequency clock HFC in each 
half period of the ATIP FM signal and outputs a half-period 
counting value and a half-period indication signal HP_ind. 
When the half-period counting value is ready, the half 
period counter 441 provides a pulse at the half-period 
indication HP_ind signal. The half-period mean estimator 
442 receives the half-period counting value and half-period 
indication HP_ind signal to generate an average half-period 
counting value. The half-period mean estimator 442 can be 
a loW pass ?lter (LPF) and updates the average half-period 
counting value at each pulse of the half-period indication 
HP_ind. The half-period comparator 443 compares the half 
period counting value With the average half-period counting 
value and generates a PM demodulated data. When the 
half-period counting value is greater than the average half 
period counting value, the FM demodulated data is L, 
otherWise the FM demodulated data is H. The PM demodu 
lated WindoW judge unit 446 generates a WindoW edge 
indication signal WE_ind according to the FM demodulated 
data. The WindoW edge indication signal WE_ind de?nes a 
counting cycle. In this embodiment, the counting cycle is 6, 
7 or 8 half periods of the ATIP FM signal. 

[0030] The half-period number calculator 444 calculates 
the half-period number according to the half-period indica 
tion signal HP_ind and the WindoW edge indication signal 
WE_ind. That is, the half-period number calculator 444 
counts the pulse number of the half-period indication signal 
HP_ind betWeen tWo pulses of the WindoW edge indication 
signal WE_ind as the half-period number. The multiplier 
447 multiplies the average half-period counting value by the 
half-period number and provides an average cycle counting 
value for each WE_ind indicated WindoW. The ?rst accu 
mulated cycle counter 445 accumulates the half-period 
counting value in each counting cycle de?ned by the Win 
doW edge indication signal and generates an accumulated 
counting value. Finally, the ?rst cycle counting comparator 
448 compares the accumulated counting value With the 
average cycle counting value and generates the bi-phase 
data. When the accumulated counting value is greater than 
the average cycle counting value, the bi-phase data is L, 
otherWise, the bi-phase data is H. Because the average 
half-period counting value is updated continually, even 
When the center frequency of the ATIP FM signal is unstable, 
the average cycle counting value also is updated based on 
the average half-period counting value. Therefore, the ?rst 
decoder 44 can generate correct bi-phase data. FIGS. 6a~6i 
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show the timing diagram of the signals for the ?rst decoder 
44, Wherein FIG. 6a is the AT IP FM signal, FIG. 6b is the 
half-period counting value, FIG. 6c is the half-period indi 
cation signal, FIG. 6a' is the average half-period counting 
value, FIG. 66 is the FM demodulated data, FIG. 6f is the 
WindoW edge indication, FIG. 6g is the accumulated count 
ing, FIG. 6h is the average cycle counting value and FIG. 
6i is the bi-phase data. As shoWn in the draWing, the average 
half-period counting value is 48 and the average cycle 
counting value is 336. 

[0031] FIG. 7 shoWs the block diagram of the FM 
demodulated WindoW judge unit. The PM demodulated 
WindoW judge unit 446 includes an edge detector 4461, an 
edge comparator 4462, a WindoW edge judgment unit 4463, 
and a WindoW edge generator 4464. The edge detector 4461 
detects the edge of the FM demodulated data, and generates 
a pulse on the data edge signal. The edge comparator 4462 
compares the pulse of the data edge signal With the pulse of 
the WindoW edge indication signal WE_ind generated from 
the WindoW edge generator 4464 and generates a shift left 
signal and shift right signal. If the pulse of the WindoW edge 
indication signal is later than the pulse of the data edge 
signal, the edge comparator 4462 generates a pulse on the 
shift right signal. If the pulse of the WindoW edge indication 
signal is before than the pulse of the data edge signal, the 
edge comparator 4462 generates a pulse on the shift left 
signal. The WindoW edge judgment unit 4463 generates an 
enlarge signal and a lessen signal based on the shift right 
signal and shift left signal. If the WindoW edge judgment unit 
4463 detects N pulses on the shift right signal continually, 
such as 5 pulses, the lessen signal is enabled. If the WindoW 
edge judgment unit 4463 detects N pulses on the shift left 
signal continually, such as 5 pulses, the enlarge signal is 
enabled. Finally, the WindoW edge generator 4464 generates 
the WindoW edge indication signal WE_ind based on the 
enlarge signal and the lessen signal. When the enlarge signal 
and the lessen signal are all disabled, the WindoW edge 
generator 4464 generates a pulse on the WindoW edge 
indication signal every 7 pulses of the half-period indication 
HP_ind signal. When the enlarge signal is enabled, the 
WindoW edge generator 4464 generates a pulse on the 
WindoW edge indication signal every 8 pulses of the half 
period indication HP_ind signal. And When the lessen signal 
is enabled, the WindoW edge generator 4464 generates a 
pulse on the WindoW edge indication signal every 6 pulses 
of the half-period indication HP_ind signal. FIGS. 8a~8h 
shoW the timing diagram of the signals for the FM demodu 
lated WindoW judge unit 446, Where the enlarge signal and 
the lessen signal are all disabled. FIGS. 9a~9h shoW the 
timing diagram of the signals for the FM demodulated 
WindoW judge unit 446, Where the lessen signal is enabled. 
As shoWn in FIGS. 8a~8h, there are no pulses on the shift 
left signal, the shift right signal, the enlarge signal and the 
lessen signal. As shoWn in FIGS. 9a~9h, because the shift 
right signal includes a plurality of pulses, the lessen signal 
is enabled. 

[0032] Because the ?rst decoder 44 uses multiple half 
periods, such as 6, 7, or 8 periods, of the ATIP FM signal as 
the counting cycle, the count error caused by the uneven 
duty cycle may be canceled or reduced. In addition, if the 
system is under the same resolution, the frequency of the 
high-frequency clock HFC of the invention can be reduced 
to 1/7 times of the original frequency. 
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[0033] After detecting the bi-phase data, the sync pattern 
detector 45 detects Whether or not a speci?c pattern of the 
sync pattern of the ATIP data, such as “000101111”or 
“11101000,” is found in the bi-phase data. If the speci?c 
pattern in the bi-phase data is detected, the sync indication 
signal Syn_ind is enabled. Since the technology for detect 
ing Whether or not a speci?c pattern eXists in a sequentially 
digital signal is Well knoWn to one of ordinary skill in the art, 
a detailed description thereof Will be omitted. 

[0034] When the sync indication signal Syn_ind is 
enabled, it represents that the neXt detected ATIP FM signal 
includes encoded ATIP data. Therefore, the second decoder 
46 starts to operate When the sync indication signal Syn_ind 
is enabled. The second decoder 46 uses typically 14 half 
periods of the ATIP FM signal as the counting cycle to count 
the pulse number of the high-frequency clock in each 
counting cycle, and to generate the ATIP data according to 
the range of the pulse number. 

[0035] FIG. 10 shoWs an embodiment of the second 
decoder 46 of the invention. As shoWn in the draWing, the 
second decoder 46 includes a tWo-WindoW generator 461, a 
half-period number calculator 462, a second accumulated 
cycle counter 463, a multiplier 464, tWo threshold value 
generators 465, 465‘, tWo cycle counting comparators 466, 
466‘ and an AND gate 467. The tWo-WindoW generator 461 
receives the sync indication signal Syn_ind from the sync 
pattern detector 45 and the WindoW edge indication signal 
WE_ind from the ?rst decoder 44, and generates a tWo 
WindoW indication signal. The tWo-WindoW generator 461 
generates a pulse of the tWo-WindoW indication signal for 
each tWo WindoW edge indication signal WE_ind. The 
half-period number calculator 462 calculates a second half 
period number according to the half-period indication signal 
HP_ind and the tWo-WindoW edge indication signal. That is, 
the half-period number calculator 462 counts the pulse 
number of the half-period indication signal HP_ind betWeen 
tWo pulses of the tWo-WindoW edge indication signal as the 
second half-period number. The second half-period number 
is 13, 14 or 15. The second accumulated cycle counter 463 
accumulates the half-period counting value in each counting 
cycle de?ned by the tWo-WindoW edge indication signal and 
generates a second cycle counting value. The multiplier 464 
multiplies the average half-period counting value by the 
second half-period number and provides an average cycle 
counting value V2. The threshold value generators 465, 465‘ 
generate an upper threshold value Upper_Th and a loWer 
threshold value LoWer_Th, respectively, based on the aver 
age cycle counting value V2. The upper threshold value 
Upper_Th and the loWer threshold value LoWer_Th are 
calculated according to Equations (2) and (3): 

UpperiTh=V2 *N 1 (2) 

LOW€riTh=V2*N2 (3) 

[0036] Wherein N1 is about (1+2.38%), N2 is about 
(1—2.17%), and V2 is the average cycle counting 
value in every tWo-WindoW edge indicated WindoW. 
Taking the 32X CD drive for an eXample, the aver 
age cycle counting value is about 672. Consequently, 
the loWer threshold value LoWer_Th and the upper 
threshold value Upper_Th are 657 and 688, respec 
tively, according to Equations (2) and 

[0037] The cycle counting comparators 466, 466‘compare 
the second cycle counting value With the upper threshold 






